
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Canadian Rock Icons Kick Axe Return with a Thunderous New Single: "Run to the Thunder"

[Vancouver, October 16th, 2023] — Canadian hard rock legends, Kick Axe, are back and ready to ignite
the music world with their electrifying new single, "Run to the Thunder." With a legacy spanning
decades, Kick Axe continues to captivate audiences with their unmistakable sound and unbridled
energy.

"Run to the Thunder" is a sonic tour de force that showcases the band's signature blend of heavy riffs,
powerful vocals, and unforgettable melodies. This anthemic track is a testament to Kick Axe's
enduring ability to craft music that resonates with fans of all generations. From the very first chord to
the closing note, "Run to the Thunder" is a call to arms for rock enthusiasts worldwide.

This is the second new single from Kick Axe leading up to a new full album release in 2024.

Kick Axe, hailing from the heart of Canada, has been a prominent force in the hard rock scene since
their inception in 1976. Over the years, they've amassed a dedicated following and have shared
stages with legendary acts such as Judas Priest, Scorpions, Rush and Whitesnake. "Run to the
Thunder" is the latest chapter in their storied career, reaffirming their status as Canadian rock icons.

Lead vocalist Daniel Sean’s powerhouse voice and the blistering guitar work of Larry Gillstrom and
Ray Harvey take center stage in this new release, while the solid rhythm section comprised of Victor
Langen (bass), and Brian Gillstrom (drums) delivers the unmistakable Kick Axe groove that fans have
grown to love.

In a world dominated by fleeting trends, Kick Axe stands as a timeless beacon of rock and roll
authenticity. "Run to the Thunder" is not just a song; it's an anthem that encourages listeners to
embrace the power of music, escape the ordinary, and celebrate the unifying force of rock.

"Run to the Thunder" is now available on all major streaming platforms, and fans can catch a glimpse
of the accompanying music video on the band's official YouTube channel. As Kick Axe continues to
rock the world, the anticipation for their upcoming album builds.

Kick Axe is back, and they're inviting fans to "Run to the Thunder." Don't miss a beat—rock on with Kick
Axe today!



About Kick Axe

Kick Axe is a Canadian hard rock band formed in 1976. With a legacy spanning over four decades,
they are renowned for their powerful live performances and signature sound. The band's current
lineup consists of Daniel Sean (lead vocals), Larry Gillstrom (guitar and vocal), Ray Harvey (guitar and
vocals), Victor Langen (bass and vocals), and Brian Gillstrom (drums). "Run to the Thunder" is their
latest single, showcasing their timeless commitment to the world of classic metal.

For Media Inquiries:

For interviews, booking inquiries, and additional information, please contact:

Larry Gillstrom - larry@kickaxe.ca

Website: https://www.kickaxe.net

For Fan Engagement:

https://www.facebook.com/kickaxeband
https://www.youtube.com/@KickAxe-269
https://www.instagram.com/kickaxeband/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/0zoCulj9Wm2A6fve6S6Khy?si=EiT0xbOaQdeNlpQKFewZKA&nd=1
https://music.apple.com/us/artist/kick-axe/374009373
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj8F65_vdGeNELR2u8fbbEA
https://www.deezer.com/en/artist/1371509
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